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Cada cien metros el mundo cambia…Eso de que hay lugares que son 
iguales a otros es mentira. El mundo es como un temblor. 

      -Roberto Bolaño 

 

If sociology is to have a peculiar and independent significance, its 
problems must concern, not the contents of social life, but its form…. 
Sociology rests its whole right of existence as a separate science upon 
this abstraction of the forms of society. 

-Georg Simmel
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Abstract 

Background:  This dissertation looks at the effect of higher education 
on prejudice, in particular anti-immigrant sentiment. In studies of 
prejudice, higher education is constantly shown to correlate to lower 
levels of prejudice, the so-called “liberalizing effect of education,” yet we 
do not fully understand to what extent education matters for these 
attitudes. By using longitudinal data, this dissertation looks at the effect 
of education on out-group attitudes from different angles. It seeks to 
investigate whether attaining more education results in lower levels of 
prejudice; whether this educational effect is universal; to what extent 
levels of prejudice differ among academic majors, as well as theorizing 
about the possible mechanisms responsible for this robust relationship. 
 
Methods: This dissertation relies on both longitudinal data and cross-
sectional data and a mixture of multilevel, cross-classified, and OLS linear 
regression models. Data come from the Norwegian Citizen Panel (NCP) 
and Statistics Norway, the New Immigrant Survey Netherlands (NIS2NL), 
the General Social Survey (GSS), and the Chilean Longitudinal Social 
Survey (ELSOC).  
 
Results: The four studies give insight into how and why education 
matters for ethnic out-group attitudes, by emphasizing different aspects 
of education. The main contributions from this dissertation are the 
following: education has the potential to reduce prejudice, albeit in 
cultural terms; education has an “inoculation effect” in situations that give 
rise to insecurity and uncertainty; the liberalizing effect of education is 
manifested toward ethnic minorities but not toward the ethnic majority; 
the content of education matters for attitudes, that is, higher education 
does not have a monolithic effect on attitudes; and education yields effects 
that are separate and/or different from other socio-economic indicators. 
 
Conclusion: This dissertation makes empirical and theoretical 
contributions to the study of prejudice by finding longitudinal evidence of 
an inverse relationship of education and anti-immigrant sentiment over 
time, in both Western and non-Western contexts. In addition, it provides 
a foundation for future research on the possible theoretical mechanisms 
responsible for this relationship.  
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Introduction 

One of the most consistent findings in research on inter-ethnic 

relations and specifically attitudes towards immigrants and other 

ethnic minorities is the inverse relationship between education and 

prejudice. In empirical studies, education is among the most 

important factors for anti-immigrant attitudes (Ceobanu & 

Escandell, 2010), whether education is the primary focus or merely 

a control. The literature largely regards education to have a causal 

effect on ethnic out-group attitudes, meaning that it makes 

individuals less prejudiced, without taking into account if increases 

in education actually lead to lower levels of prejudice. Indeed, 

despite the existence of a large literature of attitudes toward 

immigrants, immigration, and racial/ethnic minorities, it remains 

unclear if education matters for attitudes. An important reason for 

this significant gap in our understanding is the lack of longitudinal 

studies at the individual-level. Instead, the literature is dominated 

by cross-sectional studies that have mainly focused on threat due to 

differences and changes at the country-level: immigration flows and 

economic conditions (Meuleman et al., 2009; Quillian 1995; 

Semyonov et al., 2006); beliefs about the state of the economy and 

out-groups (Citrin et al., 1997; Fetzer, 2000); period-, cohort- and 

individual-effects (Coenders & Scheepers, 1998); and position in the 

social structure (Kunovich, 2004).  

In addition to not fully understanding if education matters for these 

attitudes, we also lack knowledge of why education matters for 

prejudice—that is, the mechanisms that theoretically give rise to 

this relationship are not well established empirically. Moreover, 

other important questions exist about the scope of education’s 

effect, for example, when is the effect of education most pronounced 

and what type of education is most influential, among others. 

Further, the scholarship on ethnic prejudice has mostly focused on 

Western Europe and North America and almost exclusively on 
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attitudes of the ethnic majority and native-born, while paying little 

attention to whether this robust correlation is, in fact, universal. In 

other words, it remains unclear whether education works similarly 

in non-Western countries or among immigrants and ethnic 

minorities in Western countries. Research into the evolution of 

attitudes and prejudice is scarce, which means we lack a clear 

understanding about if, why, when, how, and to what extent 

education matters for attitudes.  

When delving into the study of education and its effect on attitudes 

toward out-groups, it is important to contextualize. Global trends in 

educational attainment show a rapid expansion in the proportion of 

individuals with tertiary education. For instance, the OECD average 

proportion of 25- to 34-year-olds in 1998 with tertiary education 

was 23.6% while in 2019 it was 44.9% (OECD, 2021). However, 

attitudes about immigrants have not, on average, improved 

dramatically and in some countries have become more negative 

(Bohman & Hjerm, 2016). This suggests that the magnitude of the 

effect of education on attitudes toward immigrants varies over time, 

both within- and between-countries. For instance, it is possible that 

not only inequality in access to education within countries helps 

explain hostility toward immigrants, but also cross-national 

differences in content of education provided by different 

educational systems that vary in their liberal-democratic tradition 

(Weil, 1985). However, another possibility is that that education 

matters less than we have assumed it does. 

Thus, the overarching aim of my research is to investigate 

empirically the theoretical link between education, specifically 

higher education, and ethnic and racial out-group attitudes. Despite 

the large theoretical and empirical literatures on prejudice, if, when, 

and to what extent education matters for out-group attitudes 

remains unclear. More importantly, the evolution of these attitudes 

over time is far from understood. In order to capture the temporal 

change in attitudes, I investigate how prejudice evolves over time 
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using longitudinal data within countries, by examining the effect of 

education at the individual- and regional-level. 

In this thesis, I first present the definition of prejudice that will be 

used. Second, I discuss the theoretical underpinnings of education 

and its relation to prejudice at different analytical levels. Third, I 

give an overview of relevant scholarship by synthesizing research on 

ethnic out-group attitudes, with an emphasis on anti-immigrant 

sentiment. I also discuss the rapid expansion of higher education 

and its emergence as a political cleavage. Fourth, I introduce the 

data and methods used. Fifth, I summarize the four studies that 

constitute my dissertation and show how each study contributes to 

our understanding of higher education’s relationship to out-group 

attitudes over time. Lastly, I conclude with the implications of these 

studies and ways forward. 
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Theoretical framework 

Definitions, conceptualizations, and measurements 

In this dissertation, prejudice is defined as antipathy toward an 

out-group or out-group member (Brown, 2010: 7; Cornell et al., 

2010: 45) and this definition is consistent with how prejudice is 

operationalized in the four studies. The main out-group of focus in 

this dissertation is immigrants, though some of the studies also 

include analyses of attitudes towards racial/ethnic minorities and 

majorities. At times, immigrant out-groups are explicitly identified, 

such as Poles and Peruvians (study 2 and 4), at other times people 

from a variety of countries are subsumed under the category 

“immigrants” (study 1). In study 3, immigrants and African-

Americans are included.  

 

The reason for using the definition of prejudice stated above is 

based on its parsimony and on several criticisms of earlier 

definitions of prejudice. Earlier definitions of prejudice have been 

based on Allport’s definition from his seminal work The Nature of 

Prejudice (1954), where prejudice is defined as “an antipathy based 

upon a faulty and inflexible generalization [which] may be felt or 

expressed, [and] it may be directed toward a group as a whole, or 

toward an individual member of that group” (p. 9).  In this 

definition, the focus lies on membership in a particular group and 

the negative attitudes associated with this, due to a defective 

generalization. This account, however, has been challenged 

specifically on three points (Brown, 2010).  

 

The first criticism of earlier definitions concerns antipathy based on 

“faulty” or “false” beliefs and generalizations.  This suggests that it 

would be possible to assert the correctness of a generalization in 

some manner, when in most cases, expressions of prejudice are 

often more ambiguous. For instance, Brown (2010: 2-5) gives an 

example of a landlord stating that black tenants are more likely to 
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create problems. How can then this be established to be a true or 

false statement? Even if an objective “scale of peacefulness” were 

available, and it was shown that black tenants were more likely to 

cause problems, this would not justify the landlord’s statement as 

less negative and unprejudiced. Disorderly conduct may arise due 

to different reasons, such as antagonism and provocation by other 

groups. 

 

As Rydgren (2004) demonstrates, this type of prejudicial thinking 

is characterized by categorization and inference biases, which are 

both types of a cognitive a priori. These are inferences about 

individuals based on their social group, which are a “result from 

thought processes that have the same form as cognitive mechanisms 

that people use successfully in their daily lives, which give them 

good reason for relying on them without much reflection” (p. 142). 

In other words, individuals draw broad generalizations from little 

information available, and accentuate group characteristics that 

apply to all members of that group to justify prejudicial attitudes, 

i.e., stereotypes. The use of stereotypes stems from the necessity for 

categorization, which according to Allport is essential for people to 

function in the world (Allport 1954: 20; Fiske 2005: 37). 

Categorization’s entire purpose “seems to be to facilitate perception 

and conduct – in other words, to make our adjustment to life 

speedy, smooth and consistent” (Allport 1954: 21).  Thus, 

individuals who are prone to express negative attitudes toward out-

groups are likely to anchor their prejudice in negative stereotypes.  

 

The second criticism is directed at any claims including “truth 

value” elements vis-à-vis the relative nature of perception of 

different out-groups. For instance, group X might think group Y is 

lively, joyous, and enthusiastic, whereas group Z might think group 

Y is loud, obnoxious, and emotional. Group Y in this case has not 

changed in its characteristics but is rather perceived differently by 

different groups. Thus, what is true for one group does not 

necessarily mean that it is transferable to another group. Lastly, to 
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think of prejudice as inflexible or impervious to change fails to do 

justice to the complexity and fluctuating characteristics of prejudice 

and how it may manifest in different forms and contexts, such as 

reduction of prejudice through intergroup contact (Pettigrew, 1998) 

or change in stereotypes by group members who attain higher status 

in social hierarchies, redefining their group stereotype which may 

reduce prejudice  (Eagly & Diekman, 2005). 

 

Prejudice refers to a negative attitude toward an individual or a 

group. In the social sciences, attitudes are broadly studied, and 

confusion often arises when trying to distinguish between attitudes 

and values, for example. In this section, I offer a brief clarification 

on how attitudes as well as values are conceptualized. In this thesis, 

attitudes are defined as the evaluation of a given object to which one 

expresses favor or disfavor, to various degrees, and consisting of 

three components: cognitive, affective, and behavioral (Bergman, 

1998; Cornell et al., 2010; Eagly & Chaiken, 2007), although the 

latter one may not always manifest itself.  

 

An important aspect of attitudes is that it is an evaluation of an 

object, either abstract or concrete. In other words, an attitude is not 

present without an object of thought, and therefore the cognitive 

construction of an object should be similar between individuals. For 

example, when investigating the relationship between education 

and attitudes toward immigrants, individuals may or may not share 

a similar cognitive construction of what constitutes “immigrants.” 

For one person, immigrants might refer to the largest immigrant 

group in their country or even individuals who may have been born 

in the country but belong to an ethnic minority group. Another 

person may have a broader construction of who counts as an 

immigrant, e.g., anyone from a foreign country who settles in 

another country, regardless of ethnic, linguistic, or religious 

background. For the former, a Norwegian moving to Sweden would 

not be an immigrant, but for the latter it would. In empirical studies, 

this conceptual confusion can be addressed by factor analyses, as 
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done in study I, where we show our dependent variable to be 

correlated with attitudes toward Muslim immigrants but not 

Eastern Europeans.  This was done by analyzing a number of 

variables related to immigration (e.g., attitudes toward immigrants, 

refugees, Muslims, Eastern Europeans, etc.) in order to find the 

underlying factors that could explain what the term “immigrants” 

actually represented. Thus, if attitudes toward immigrants had been 

highly correlated and shared a lot of variance with attitudes toward 

Eastern Europeans, but not toward other groups, we would have 

concluded respondents were equating Eastern Europeans with 

immigrants instead. 

 

Once the cognitive construction of an object is established, it is then 

evaluated. Here, the affective component determines the degree of 

favor or disfavor toward the object, and in this example, toward 

immigrants.  Four different cognitive and affective combinations 

are therefore possible (similar/different cognitive constructions 

together with similar/different evaluations) (Bergman, 1998: 84). 

In this thesis, a similar cognitive construction is assumed. This is 

due to the nature of the questions asked in the studies, such as, 

“what do you think of Poles?” which does not leave much room for 

interpretation, or through corroboration of a similar underlying 

factor by statistical analyses. I focus particularly on the evaluation 

of certain out-groups, i.e. the degree of the favor or disfavor, which 

may or may not manifest itself in various forms, e.g. Allport's 

(1954), five-point scale in acting out prejudice: antilocution, 

avoidance, discrimination, physical attack, extermination, p. 14-15). 

Although, I do not assess any behavioral aspects in this thesis, it is 

nonetheless relevant to discuss since individuals who hold more 

negative attitudes toward immigrants are likely to vote for anti-

democratic parties that curtail immigrants’ rights (Ivarsflaten, 

2008; Lubbers et al., 2002). 
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As mentioned above, an attitude has an object of thought which 

distinguishes it from values1, which are “relatively stable beliefs that 

are infused with affect; they refer to major life goals and general 

modes of conduct that promote these goals; and values transcend 

specific actions and situations, and guide perception, evaluation, 

and behavior” (Bergman, 1998: 86).  This may give rise to a 

situation, for example, where one individual may be a stark 

supporter of equality and freedom of expression for most, yet still 

hold anti-immigrant attitudes. In other words, prejudice is an 

attitude, though it may be related to a value such as equality.  

In Table 1, I present the different dependent variables in the studies 

showing how prejudice is operationalized. In study 1, antipathy 

toward immigrants is captured on a more general level, without 

specifying which immigrant out-group(s). Instead, individuals are 

asked whether they believe if it is an advantage or disadvantage if 

immigrants come to live in the country (Norway). It is possible with 

these types of questions that capture a general attitude toward 

immigrants as a whole, that individuals respond having different 

out-groups in mind. In other words, as discussed above, individuals 

could have a different cognitive construction of the ‘object’ being 

evaluated i.e., immigrants However, as it is demonstrated in Table 

A1 in the Appendix for study 1, factor analyses show that the 

dependent variable in this study correlates with attitudes toward 

Muslim immigrants, and not toward other groups, such as Eastern 

Europeans who currently make up the largest immigrant groups in 

Norway.  

In the second study, the dependent variables are attitudes toward 

specific ethnic out-groups, leaving little room for ambiguity. 

Respondents in this study were all immigrants from four different 

countries (Spain, Poland, Bulgaria, and Turkey) and were asked 

 
1 These can be political, economic, social, theoretical, religious, or aesthetic 
values or values tied to human basic values, e.g., conformity, universalism, self-
direction, etc. For a discussion on values, see e.g., Allport et al., 1960; Bilsky & 
Schwartz, 1994; Davidov et al., 2014; Schwartz S. H. & Bilsky W., 1987. 
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how they felt toward the native Dutch; Spaniards; Poles; 

Bulgarians; and Turks. The level of prejudice toward out-groups is 

operationalized with “feeling thermometer” questions, where 

respondents are asked to image a thermometer and provide a 

temperature between 0 to 100 to describe how they feel toward each 

ethnic group in the study, with 0 degrees representing very negative 

attitudes, 5 neither positive nor negative and 100 degrees meaning 

they felt very positively toward the group. 

In study 3, we use two dependent variables. The first one captures 

respondents’ attitudes regarding whether immigration should be 

increased or decreased on a 1-5 scale, which was recoded to vary 

between 0 and 1 to facilitate comparison with the second dependent 

variable. The second dependent variable is constructed from four 

different questions. Each question begins with the statement: “On 

the average (Negroes/Blacks/African-Americans) have worse jobs, 

income, and housing than white people” then respondents answer 

either yes or no (0-1) to whether these differences are due to 1) 

discrimination; 2) less in-born ability to learn; 3) fewer 

opportunities to access education; and 4) lack of motivation and 

willpower. The answers to these four questions are then averaged 

using row means, giving a variable ranging between 0-1 with 1 being 

indicative of the most anti-Black prejudice.  

Lastly, in study 4, I use two dependent variables measuring 

prejudice in two different dimensions. Respondents were asked 

about their attitudes toward Peruvian, Haitian, and Venezuelan 

immigrants, in regards to both, their impact on the economy and on 

national identity. In the original data, attitudes toward these three 

immigrant groups were treated similarly and merged, and are 

therefore used to infer general attitudes toward the largest 

immigrant groups in the country. Both variables are Likert scales 

that capture the level of disagreement-agreement to the two 

questions.  
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Table 1. Conceptualization of prejudice in the different studies. “Q” 

denotes the question(s) asked in the dependent variables and “A” 

represents the answers to these questions.  

Studies Questions  Possible answers 

Study 1  

(Norway) 

Q. In your opinion how great an 

advantage or disadvantage is it for 

Norway that immigrants come to 

live here? 

 

A. 7-point scale (Very great 

advantage – Very great 

disadvantage)  

 

Study 2  
(the 
Netherlands) 

Q. How do you feel toward… 

[ethnic group]? 

 

 

A. ‘Feeling thermometer’ on 

a 0-10 scale 

Study 3  

(United States) 

Q1. Do you think the number of 

immigrants to America nowadays 

should be? 

Q2. On average Blacks have worse 

jobs, income and housing than 

white people because: 

A1. 5-point scale ‘increased 

a lot-reduced a lot’ recoded 

to a variable ranging from 

0-1 

A2. Average of Yes/No (0-1) 

to prompts below: 

1) Discrimination  

2) Less-inborn ability  

3) Fewer opportunities 

4) Lack motivation 

Study 4  

(Chile) 

Q1. With the arrival of so many 

Peruvians/Haitians/Venezuelans, 

unemployment is increasing in 

Chile 

Q2. With the arrival of so many 

Peruvians/Haitians/Venezuelans, 

Chile is losing its identity 

A. 1-5 scale ‘Completely 

disagree – Completely 

agree’ 

 

What can be taken from the descriptions above is that one can 

differentiate among three types of attitudes: toward immigrants; 

immigration; and ethno-racial attitudes. Although these are not 
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necessarily the same and can constitute distinct domains of study, 

they are usually addressed together. As Ceobanu and Escandell 

(2010) contend, specifically in regards to attitudes toward 

immigrants and immigration, “the analytical models predicting the 

determinants of such attitudes have been premised on very similar 

theoretical propositions” (p. 313). 

Although it is analytically useful to disentangle these attitudes in 

different domains, in practicality, they often intermingle. For 

example, one individual can be against increased immigration 

because of the societal impacts this may have, without being 

prejudiced against immigrants themselves. Even though this 

distinction may sound valid, the fact is that phenomenon of 

immigration is made up of immigrants and is analytically difficult 

to disentangle. Moreover, immigrants are national out-groups that 

are also often of a different ethnicity and/or race than the native-

born and ethnic majority. This makes it difficult to disentangle 

prejudiced attitudes toward immigrants and being against the 

phenomenon of immigration, since the latter argument can be used 

to mask prejudiced attitudes. Immigration in most cases consists of 

individuals from countries that are largely dissimilar than the 

destination country, although these differences may be subjectively 

large (e.g., Helbling, 2011). Most importantly, what all these 

attitudes capture at its core is antipathy toward out-groups, 

regardless of the causes that elicit this prejudice. 

Relationship between attitudes, prejudice, and behavior 

Attitudes may influence behavior, and this has implications for 

society. Although behavior is not the focus of this thesis, research 

on the influence of attitudes of behavior has shown that it is useful 

to think of broad behavioral dispositions as opposed to attempting 

to predict one specific behavior with respect to one attitude (Ajzen 

et al., 2018). In other words, holding prejudiced attitudes toward 

out-groups are likely to manifest in various ways among different 

individuals. Two individuals having similar levels of prejudice 
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toward out-groups may or may not vote for anti-immigration 

parties or show overt discriminatory behavior.  

Nonetheless, one thing is for certain, in that individuals who do 

express discriminatory behavior toward out-groups hold higher 

levels of prejudice (e.g., Dovidio et al., 2002; cf. Carr et al., 2012). 

Most importantly, what unites right-wing populist parties is their 

grievances over immigration and anti-immigrant sentiment (e.g., 

Ivarsflaten, 2008; Kai, 2008; Marcel Lubbers et al., 2002; Rydgren, 

2007). 

Why focus on higher education? 

Since the 1950’s, scholarship on the nature and origins of prejudice 

have emphasized different  explanans, such as personality traits 

(Adorno et al., 1950), in-group formation and intergroup contact 

(Allport, 1954), and socioeconomic status (Lipset, 1959; Lipsitz, 

1965). Despite great variation in theoretical and empirical 

approaches to the analysis of prejudice toward out-groups, this 

large literature—including the aforementioned research—shares 

one commonality: the notion that prejudice is higher among 

individuals with lower levels of education. Although education was 

not the focus of seminal studies of prejudice, their authors 

nevertheless acknowledged this relationship: 

[E]thnocentrism seems to have a low but statistically significant 

relation to both intelligence and education, the most educated 

and intelligent subjects being, on average, the least 

ethnocentric…their relation to ethnocentrism requires more 

extended sampling, particularly of the lower educational and 

intellectual levels (Adorno et al., 1950: 287).  

Perhaps…higher education lessens feelings of insecurity and 

anxiety. Or perhaps education enables the individual to see the 

social scene as a whole, and to comprehend that the welfare of 

one group is linked to the welfare of all groups (Allport, 1954: 

433). 
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There is consistent evidence that degree of formal education, 

itself closely correlated with social and economic status, is also 

highly correlated with undemocratic attitudes (Lipset, 1959: 

489). 

Indeed, empirical research consistently finds that people with more 

education are more positive toward ethnic and racial minorities 

(Schaefer, 1996), including immigrants (Ceobanu & Escandell, 

2010). Whether education is a key independent variable or merely 

included as a demographic control, its relationship to prejudice is 

arguably the most consistent empirical finding in studies of anti-

immigrant sentiment (Ceobanu & Escandell, 2010; Hainmueller & 

Hopkins, 2014). This robust association is most pronounced when 

distinguishing between those with higher education and those 

without a tertiary degree (Hainmueller & Hiscox, 2007). 

Education as a socioeconomic effect 

In the literature on attitudes toward immigrants, and ethnic and 

racial minorities, education is often conceptualized in two ways: as 

a socioeconomic effect or a liberalizing effect (Ceobanu & Escandell, 

2010; Fussell, 2014; Hainmueller & Hopkins, 2014; Weber, 2022). 

Group threat theory (Blumer, 1958) is arguably the dominant 

sociological explanation of reactions to out-groups, and a plurality 

of studies use education to operationalize socioeconomic position. 

Prejudice is therefore a response to a perceived competitive threat 

from an out-group for economic resources, with education 

theoretically representing human capital (i.e. low or high skilled) 

and one’s capacity to compete in the labor market (Quillian, 1995; 

Scheve & Slaughter, 2001).  

 

Gary S. Becker (1964) referred to investments in human capital as 

“activities that influence monetary and psychic income by 

increasing the resources in people” (p. 1). He observed that 

individuals who invested more in human capital, such as formal 

education, had higher earnings at older ages. This view regards 

human capital as a way to increase one’s productivity, therefore, 
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those who invest more in themselves are better equipped and more 

productive in the labor market, and consequently have a higher rate 

of return for their investments. In addition, more investment in 

human capital through education is useful when dealing with 

“disequilibrium” situations by enhancing individuals’ capacity to 

adapt (Schultz, 1975), i.e., in situations when there is not an 

equilibrium of supply and demand, such as high supply of labor 

force and low demand; in times of modernization of certain 

industries or during economic recessions.  

 

Education is thus viewed as an indicator of one’s social position, 

where it is treated as a class variable instead of having an 

independent effect on its own. Prejudiced attitudes toward ethnic 

out-groups are then a result of threat perceived by those who have 

fewer resources and are in direct competition for jobs with ethnic 

minorities who are often found in the lower strata and are often 

lower educated (Jenssen & Engesbak, 1994; Lipset, 1960; Scheepers 

et al., 2002). According to Jenssen and Engesbak (1994), the 

relationship between educational attainment and occupational 

position works via “relative deprivation,” i.e., “a feeling of getting 

less than one deserves compared to others…the feeling of relative 

deprivation is especially common among low-status people, 

because they will come out as losers in most comparisons” (p. 36). 

In this way, low-status individuals will have more prejudiced 

attitudes toward immigrants since they represent a possible 

reference group. Meanwhile, highly educated and thus high-status 

individuals will tend to be less prejudiced since they are more 

economically secure and are not in direct competition for jobs with 

immigrants who often are low-skilled. 

However, there are reasons not to use education as an indicator of 

economic position. First, research that includes education as well as 

other indicators of socioeconomic status (SES), such as 

occupational skill or income, show that education and other SES 

variables yield distinct effects (Citrin et al., 1997; Hainmueller & 

Hiscox, 2007; Hello et al., 2002). Moreover, there is evidence that 
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other socioeconomic indicators are not strongly associated with 

immigration attitudes, undermining the notion that economic self-

interest is responsible (Hainmueller & Hiscox, 2007, 2010; 

Malhotra et al., 2013). According to Hainmueller and Hopkins 

(2014), “as an explanation of mass attitudes toward immigration, 

the labor market competition hypothesis has repeatedly failed to 

find empirical support, making it something of a zombie theory,” (p. 

241) suggesting that education is not a good indicator of skill-level 

or economic interest but likely a proxy for a liberal orientation 

instead. 

Education as a liberalizing effect 

This robust correlation between higher levels of education and 

lower levels of prejudice (Vogt, 1997) and more liberal worldview is 

often referred to as the “liberalizing effect of education.” Education 

is also conceptualized as knowledge and experiences which 

contribute to a liberalizing effect (Bobo & Licari, 1989; Hello et al., 

2002, 2004). There are a number of ways in which education may 

theoretically influence individuals’ attitudes toward ethnic out-

group (described in greater detail below). For example, scholarship 

has long pointed to the role of education in teaching societal norms 

and values (e.g., Selznick & Steinberg, 1979; Weil, 1985). This 

literature contends that in democratic societies, where liberal values 

of tolerance and freedom are commonly upheld as key ingredients, 

those with more education should be more aware of these “official 

values” and view prejudicial attitudes as anti-intellectual and anti-

democratic. Another way in which education may have a liberalizing 

effect is through the transmission of specific knowledge on civil 

liberties and the promotion of greater cognitive sophistication and 

complex reasoning (Ohlander et al., 2005). Thus, the more years of 

education, the more likely that one’s cognitive development will be 

characterized by flexible, rational strategies of thinking which 

encourage democratic restraint (Nunn et al., 1978: 61), and enhance 

one’s capacity to think about complex issues and apply specific 

values to new situations (Hyman & Wright, 1979: 64). Education 
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would therefore increase awareness of the eventual contradiction 

that would arise from simultaneously abiding by democratic 

principles and holding negative attitudes toward out-groups. 

Possible mechanisms 

In the literature on the so-called liberalizing effect of education, 

scholars distinguish among three causal mechanisms theoretically 

responsible for its effects on attitudes (Stubager, 2008; Surridge, 

2016; see also Emler & Frazer, 1999; Kingston et al., 2003; Persson, 

2015; Phelan et al., 1995).  

Knowledge and critical thinking skills 

One mechanistic account of the relationship between education and 

liberal attitudes is that it provides specific knowledge about civil 

liberties, and it facilitates the promotion of critical thinking skills. 

This raises awareness of different human experiences and aiding in 

developing flexible and rational strategies of thinking. Put 

differently, the longer one’s education, the greater the likelihood of 

gaining specific knowledge about civil liberties and the democratic 

process. Additional years of completed university education has 

been shown to be associated with stronger support for civil liberties 

(Nunn, 1973; Selvin & Hagstrom, 1960), and this positive 

relationship has persisted over time (Bobo & Licari, 1989; Stouffer, 

1955). In addition, increased education imparts increased 

awareness of the varieties of human experience that legitimize wide 

variation in beliefs, values, and behavior (Nunn et al., 1978: 61). 

Thus, when “presented with the infinite complexity of human 

relations, the uneducated person with little experience outside his 

own world seeks out the simplest alternatives-in which complex 

problems are reduced to in-group, out-group conflict” (Borhek, 

1965: 91). 

 

Lastly, according to this view, higher levels of education are more 

likely to be associated with one’s development of critical thinking 

skills “characterized by the flexible, rational strategies of thinking 
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which encourage democratic restraint” (Nunn et al., 1978: 61). This 

means that higher levels of education are a plausible source of a 

“sober second thought,” about restricting the rights of disliked 

groups. This increases the likelihood of recognizing the importance 

of extending civil liberties to all groups, even to those we may not 

like  (Bobo & Licari, 1989: 291), hence increasing awareness of 

holding contradicting views. Education also imparts new ways of 

interpreting information as well as providing the motivation and 

capacity for life-long learning (Hyman et al., 1975). In summary, the 

effects of more education lie in increasing a person’s knowledge 

about civil liberties and diversity in human experiences, as well as 

strengthening individuals’ capacity to make connections among 

ideas (Sniderman et al., 1984). 

Transmission and internalization of values through the 

educational system 

Another way in which education may decrease prejudice is by 

transmitting  the  “official” or dominant values of a given society 

(Selznick & Steinberg, 1979). Thus, the longer one’s education, the 

longer one has been exposed to the dominant norms and 

internalized them. For example, Selznick and Steinberg expressed 

that the official culture of the U.S. “contains the ideal norms that 

characterize…society in its public and secular spheres. These norms 

are derived from scientific and democratic values and represent the 

cognitive and moral commitments of a society whose political order 

is a democracy and whose economy is based on technology” (p. 157).  

The uneducated reject these dominant values inasmuch as they 

have not internalized them and, in a sense, are alienated from 

society at large. They diverge from the “official culture” and 

represent a “common culture,” which is largely antidemocratic. In 

expressing anomic attitudes, the uneducated then respond to their 

status as disprivileged groups in society rather than to the particular 

hardships of their personal lives (p. 167).  

The transmission of the official values of a given society are 

therefore delegated to the formal educational system, where 
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individuals interact with teachers, and other students, which in turn 

promotes liberal values that are internalized. For instance, Phelan 

et al. (1995) suggest that the core values of the United States involve 

tolerance, individualism and equality of respect and opportunity 

(but not of outcome), and individual initiative. An implication of 

this approach is that the effects of education will differ across 

nations. That is, whether education has a liberalizing effect will 

depend on the core values of a given culture. In comparison, the 

cognitive sophistication model implies that the educational effect 

should be universal, although the magnitude may differ depending 

on the content, quality, and length of schooling. 

Psychological security and mastering over one’s own life 

Education may also provide an individual a sense of psychological 

security. This entails that individuals with higher levels of education 

are better equipped to handle deviancy in lifestyles, while 

individuals with low education lack this psychological security. In 

other words, “individuals who are gripped by strong feelings of 

anomie generally exhibit only weak support for civil liberties. In 

contrast, respondents who feel confident about the clarity and 

integrity of society’s standards are fairly secure about their own 

values tend to be strong supporters of civil liberties” (McClosky & 

Brill, 1983:365). 

 

Higher levels of education therefore confer a feeling of “mastering 

one’s own life situation,” leading to psychological stability and 

positive self-worth. The core content of the psychodynamic 

approach is concisely stated by Jenssen and Engesbak (1994): “This 

stability and self-reliance will strengthen the ability to tackle 

situations that usually create insecurity and lack of confidence. 

Those who feel themselves in control of their life situation are less 

prone to see a menace in other people. Therefore the wish to keep 

the immigrants at a distance socially, and the fear of them as 

competitors is most pronounced among people who, because of low 

education, feel unable to have full control of their life situation” (p. 
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36). Those who are psychologically secure are better equipped to 

deal with “big events” (Blumer, 1958), such as a sudden influx of 

refugees (Velásquez & Eger, 2022), and deviances from what is 

conventional, which can foster tolerance toward ethnic out-groups. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Model of the liberalizing effect of education  

Figure 1 illustrates a heuristic model for the liberalizing effect of 

education, identifying the three potential mechanisms responsible 

for the relationship. I see them as complementary and not 

necessarily competing. First, the longer one is in an educational 

system, the more likely one will be able to develop critical thinking 

skills, feel a “master of one’s own life situation,” and be exposed to 

and learn liberal values, although this third mechanism is 

contingent on the country’s history of liberal democracy (Coenders 

& Scheepers, 2003; Dražanová, 2017; Hello et al., 2002; Weil, 

1985). Another aspect is the quality of education, and this refers to 

the type of establishment/institution where one receives their 

education. This can be influenced by economic resources, the 

teachers’ teaching skills, as well as the type of school (profit-driven, 

religious affiliation, etc.).  

Education and “big events” 

To answer questions beyond if education matters, I also ask when 

and to what extent education matters for ethnic out-group attitudes. 

Particularly during crises or “big events,” education can give insight 

into understanding the evolution of these attitudes. One of the most 
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widely used theories in research of prejudice is Herbert Blumer’s 

(1958) “prejudice as a sense of group position,” which later evolved 

into what is known as “group-threat theory” (Blalock, 1967; Bobo, 

1983; Quillian, 1995). In it, Blumer postulates that race prejudice 

(originally race, although it can also be applied to ethnic prejudice) 

originates from a fear that the subordinate racial/ethnic group is 

threatening or will threaten the position of the dominant group. As 

a proponent of symbolic interactionism, Blumer rests his analyses 

on three premises: 1) human beings act toward things on the basis 

of the meanings that the things have for them, 2) the meaning of 

such things is derived from, or arises out of, the social interaction 

that one has with others, and 3)  these meanings are handled in, and 

modified through an interpretative process used by the person in 

dealing with the things he encounters (Blumer, 1969:2). To put it 

simply, the symbolic interactionist framework states that humans 

act on interpretations, that social interaction shapes interpretations 

and the meaning-making process, and that this process continues 

through iteration of social interaction.  

 

Thus, in order to understand ethnic prejudice in a symbolic 

interactionist framework, one first needs to define the out-group, 

which is defined by constant social interaction. For Blumer, this is 

a collective process, which “operates chiefly through the public 

media in which individuals who are accepted as the spokesmen of a 

racial group characterize publicly another racial group” (1958: 3). 

In other words, people who have power, prestige, and authority in 

the dominant group such as politicians or leaders of powerful 

organizations, build an abstract identity of the out-group that is not 

derived from direct contact with these individuals, but instead as a 

generalization of the group as one entity. It is therefore a perceived 

threat by the dominant group, which creates an abstract identity of 

the subordinate group. The subordinate group is viewed as a threat 

inasmuch as they will claim certain lines of work, the right to 

memberships in certain schools, churches or other institutions and 

property ownership. This collective process of characterization that 
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gives rise to a sense of group superiority vis-à-vis another racial 

group is mainly forged in the public arena, which is greatly shaped 

by what Blumer calls a “big event:” 

“The happening that seems momentous, that touches deep 

sentiments, that seems to raise     fundamental questions about 

relations, and that awakens strong feelings of identification with 

one's racial group is the kind of event that is central in the 

formation of the racial image” (1958: 6). 

“Big events” can help illuminate the way in understanding changes 

in attitudinal or behavioral manifestations of prejudice. It is not 

mentioned, however, whether “big events” are brought about by the 

dominant group, the subordinate group, or both.  Nonetheless, it is 

when these events are not defined by elite leaders or spokespersons 

as harmful, unfavorable, or when they are defined as events toward 

racial/ethnic harmony that the sense of group position diminishes 

as well as race/ethnic prejudice. On the other hand, prejudice 

becomes deep-seated and difficult to alter to the degree the social 

order is dependent or established in the sense of social position (p. 

7). For example, the highly salient “migration crisis” of 2015, 

coincided with an increase in anti-immigrant sentiment across 

Europe in late 2015 and early 2016 (Eurobarometer, 20192), 

although country averages of anti-immigrant attitudes tended to 

decrease and stabilize afterwards. The sudden influx of refugees was 

an important and defining moment for Europe, as it challenged its 

values, unity, and integration policies.   

In the media, the way refugees were portrayed evolved drastically 

over the span of a few months (Georgiou & Zaborowski, 2017). 

Reports shifted from a humanitarian framing to a security framing, 

discussing heightened security measures, especially after the Paris 

attacks in November 2015 (Hovden et al., 2018). The manner the 

“migration crisis” was narrated first began as a period of “careful 

 
2 As operationalized in the question: Please tell me whether each of the following statements evokes 
a positive or negative feeling for you. Immigration of people from outside the EU. 
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tolerance” in connection with the mass drownings in the 

Mediterranean Sea. A second period ensued of “ecstatic 

humanitarianism,” where Europe was portrayed as “a place of 

(relative) solidarity to the plight of asylum seekers” (Georgiou & 

Zaborowski, 2017:8), following the death of three-year old Alan 

Kurdi. Lastly, in the wake of the Paris attacks in November 2015, a 

narrative of blame emerged, with an increased focus on “fear and 

securitization.” This change in narrative occurred through a 

collective process, where people in positions of power built an 

abstract group identity of the refugees, either as deserving of help 

or as a threat, based on a series of events.  

Out-groups, and more specifically immigrants and refugees can be 

portrayed as threats due a number of reasons. According to 

competition theory, the underlying mechanisms that can give rise 

to ethnic and racial conflict can be summarized as: 1) Demographic, 

where the response of dominant groups depends on the timing and 

size of the out-group and of the clarity of an ethnic distinction 

between the dominant and subordinate groups. 2) Economic, where 

competition over limited resources or a transgression of an out-

group in a productive niche leads to conflict, and 3) Political/Power, 

out-groups pose threats to the political control and power balance 

held by dominant groups (Olzak, 2013). A fourth mechanism that 

has also garnered support is the arrival of newcomers as a form of 

cultural threat (Ivarsflaten, 2005; Manevska & Achterberg, 2013; 

Schneider, 2008), where animosity arises due to a conflict over 

different values rather than material resources.  

Although distinguishing between these dimensions is analytically 

useful, they usually happen together and reinforce each other. The 

arrival of more immigrants, who come with a set of values from their 

countries of origin, consists of a demographic change that can 

challenge the economic and political order of the receiving country. 

Moreover, the impact of competition on conflict is also “shaped by 

human capital factors, such as training, skills, and education that 

newcomers bring with them” (Olzak, 2013: 2). However, not only 
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are these factors important when it comes to “newcomers,” but they 

also play a pivotal role within the dominant groups/natives and how 

they view out-groups as a potential threat, especially when it comes 

to level of education.  

Especially during moments of crises, education has a potential 

inoculating effect (Velásquez & Eger, 2022). This may be due to 

education providing individuals a sense of psychological security, 

where higher educated individuals are better equipped to handle 

deviancy in lifestyles compared to lower educated individuals. 

Those who are psychologically secure are theoretically better 

equipped to deal with “big events,” such as a sudden influx of 

refugees or an economic crisis.  

Education and liberal democracy 

There are reasons to believe that the liberalizing effect of education 

differs, not only between the native population and 

immigrants/minorities, but also when and where individuals 

attained their education. This corresponds to the level of liberal 

democracy in a country in a particular time. There are also 

theoretical reasons to believe that the liberalizing effect of education 

would differ among different groups, because the content of 

education differs cross-nationally and over time. 

 

There is cross-national evidence showing that levels of nationalist 

sentiment as well as xenophobia decrease as education increases 

(Hjerm, 2001), although the strength of this relationship varies. 

These differences in the strength of this relationship are conditional 

on the democratic tradition of the country. This means that the 

effect of education is significantly smaller in more recently 

established democracies, such as Poland and Bulgaria, compared to 

prolonged or interrupted democracies, such as the Netherlands and 

Spain (Coenders & Scheepers, 2003; Hello et al., 2002; Marquart-

Pyatt & Paxton, 2007).  
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For instance, Muller et al. (1980), found in a study of support for 

freedom of assembly in Western democracies, using survey data 

from 1974, that formal education was less influential in West 

Germany and Austria among individuals opposing a ban on 

demonstrations as compared to the United States and other 

European countries such as the Netherlands. Similarly, Weil (1982), 

using survey data from 1970 and 1979 for the United States and 

West Germany, found that education had little effect in West 

Germany on tolerance of free speech toward communists, atheists 

and neo-Nazis, although the education-tolerance correlation began 

to converge in the late 1970’s along the lines of the U.S. pattern. This 

suggests that the longer the democratic tradition of a country, the 

stronger the effect of education is on liberal values. On the other 

hand, the impact of education on liberal values is weaker, 

insignificant or even reversed in non-liberal democracies or 

countries with a short democratic tradition (Weil, 1985).  

 

In a study of post-communist Bulgaria and Romania, McIntosh et 

al., (1995) found that education had a positive effect on ethnic 

tolerance. Noteworthy is that there was a strong effect of age on 

tolerance, where young people in Bulgaria tended to be less tolerant. 

The authors point to the relative stability of ethnic relations in 

communist Romania and Bulgaria, and to the conjuring of an image 

of interethnic strife by younger people due to their socialization 

during a period when minority oppression and nationalism 

legitimized the government in power (p. 955).  

 

Lastly, research shows that increases in the level of higher education 

within a country are associated with greater political and social 

tolerance (Dražanová, 2017). Yet, this education effect is contingent 

on the countries’ length of liberal-democratic tradition, higher 

economic development, more religious heterogeneity, and a larger 

proportion of higher educated citizens that are ethnically 

homogenous (p. 247-248). Thus, it is not only a matter of increasing 

the number of highly educated individuals per se, but larger 
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numbers of highly educated individuals need to be accompanied by 

higher economic development and a liberal-democratic form of 

government, inter alia. 

 

These studies imply that the effect of education is contingent on the 

country’s level of liberal democracy. In this thesis, I look at 

countries with different liberal-democratic traditions. In studies I 

and III, I look at attitudes toward immigrants in Norway and the 

United States, two countries with a prolonged democratic tradition. 

In study II, I focus on attitudes toward ethnic out-groups among 

immigrants from Spain, Poland, Bulgaria and Turkey. These 

countries are either recent established democracies or interrupted 

democracies. In study IV, I focus on a country with an interrupted 

democracy that was under military dictatorship rule from 1973 until 

1990.  
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Contextualizing education 

Expansion of higher education- an emerging political 

cleavage 

When investigating the relationship between education and its 

effect on attitudes toward out-groups, it is important to 

contextualize the global trends in educational attainment. These 

trends show a rapid expansion in the proportion of individuals with 

tertiary education (OECD, 2021), while attitudes about immigrants 

have not, on average, improved as dramatically (Bohman & Hjerm, 

2016; Eurobarometer, 2019). The expansion of higher education 

contributes to a major emerging political cleavage in Western 

Europe, along with mass migration and ethnic diversity, among 

others (Ford & Jennings, 2020). Moreover, inequalities in 

education are associated with weaker democracies (Lindberg, 

2019),  and contribute to the urban-rural divide, which is 

characterized by differences in human capital (Rodríguez-Pose & 

Tselios, 2011) that may manifest on a global scale (de Haas, 2009). 

At the same time, educational attainment is increasing worldwide 

(Schofer & Meyer, 2005), which makes education more accessible, 

but also gives rise to rogue education providers and “degree mills” 

that sell certificates with minimal coursework or no coursework at 

all (Altbach & Knight, 2007). It is therefore possible that increases 

in access to education does not necessarily lead to an increase in 

access to quality education (Lucas, 2001; Lucas & Byrne, 2017) or 

all of the benefits education may provide. 

Inequality in education – a global phenomenon                    

While differences in education levels are consistently correlated 

with diverging attitudes toward ethnic out-groups, they are also 

associated with rising levels of inequality on a global scale.  This may 

contribute to a rise in prejudice toward out-groups among 

individuals who are excluded or perceive not to benefit from the 
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global economy. For example, big cities attract highly productive 

individuals, who are characterized by higher levels of education 

thus magnifying population differences between regions. Thus, the 

largest labor markets receive more innovative and educated 

individuals while population decreases in smaller regions (see 

Keuschnigg, Mutgan, and Hedström 2019; Makkonen and Inkinen 

2013; Scott 2009). This has implications in regards to attitudes 

toward ethnic minorities and immigrants by giving rise to a regional 

divide depicted by highly educated individuals in urban 

conglomerations and lower educated individuals in smaller areas. 

This is highly relevant since immigrants and ethnic minorities 

commonly live in cities, but are often low-skilled, lower-educated 

and live in segregated areas. This means that opportunities for 

contact between natives and immigrants are constrained by 

educational, occupational, and spatial boundaries.  

 

The effects of education are increasingly subject to global 

influences. It is therefore important to understand if education 

matters for attitudes toward ethnic out-groups and immigrants. 

International migration has increased this century; however, 

migratory shifts are skewed in that the number of migrant-sending 

countries has multiplied over the years, whereas the number of 

migrant-receiving countries has shrunk. Ultimately, this means that 

prime destination countries have become home to a more diverse 

group of immigrants (Czaika & De Haas, 2014). With these 

demographic changes come challenges not only for immigrants but 

also for destination countries. 

First, immigrant-receiving nations must integrate different groups 

into the labor market and into society through language and cultural 

orientation courses. This is done in order for immigrants to develop 

a realistic picture and expectations in their new countries, as well as 

for immigrants to understand the host country’s culture, values and 
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challenges that might arise3. Second, the way citizens in immigrant-

receiving countries view the new arrivals is also an integral part in 

the integration process, as prospects for economic and cultural 

integration also depend on the native-born majority. As evidenced 

by an increase in support for more restrictive immigration policies 

(Ivarsflaten, 2005), tougher citizenship requirements (Wallace 

Goodman, 2010) and radical right-wing parties (Mudde, 2013), it is 

clear that immigration is not always popular. Arguably, it has 

become one of the most divisive political issues in postindustrial 

democracies, making the study of attitudes toward ethnic out-

groups and immigrants timely if not urgent. 

 
3 “About Migrant Training” International Organization for Migration 

https://www.iom.int/about-migrant-training  

https://www.iom.int/about-migrant-training
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Data 

Data sources                    

I use different datasets in order to answer the different overarching 

questions of this thesis. The data come from four different 

countries: Norway, the Netherlands, the United States and Chile. 

 

Study I: The Norwegian Citizen Panel represents a cross-section of 

the Norwegian population register, based on a probability sample of 

the adult population. In its first year, 2013, the survey was 

administered once. Then, between 2014 and 2016, it was 

administered twice—first in early spring and then in late autumn. 

Thereafter, it was administered three times in 2017-2020, at the 

beginning, mid- and end of the year. Participation is staggered in 

that respondents enter the panel in different waves and are 

surveyed at different intervals. Based on respondent id, we 

combined waves of survey data. The sample includes approximately 

37,000 observations across 15,000 individuals in 20 counties. The 

data spans over 12 waves in the years 2013-2020. 

Study II: Data come from the ‘New Immigrants Survey Netherlands’ 

(NIS2NL) for the years 2013-2018, a survey designed to analyze 

early integration processes of recent immigrants to the 

Netherlands. It provides data on four immigrant groups: Poles, 

Bulgarians, Turks, and Spaniards (Lubbers et al., 2018). 

Information for the first wave was collected in November 2013 and 

March 2014 for migrants who had registered in a Dutch 

municipality less than eighteen months before September 2013. 

From the original sample of 4,808 respondents, only 4,323 are 

included in the analyses due to mostly missing values on the 

dependent variables. The sample used contains: 1,254 Spaniards; 

1,622 Poles; 687 Bulgarians; and 760 Turks. The number of 

respondents is 4,323 in wave 1, 2,069 in wave 2, 1,230 in wave 3 and 

901 in the last wave. Partly due to this panel attrition, and as a 

robustness check, I also use a balanced sample to test my 
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hypotheses, which yielded 901 respondents (265 Spaniards, 313 

Poles, 140 Bulgarians and 183 Turks).  

Study III: The General Social Survey (GSS) is a nationally 

representative survey of adults in the United States conducted since 

1972. The GSS collects data on contemporary American society in 

order to monitor and explain trends in opinions, attitudes and 

behaviors. We use pooled cross-sectional data (1972-2021) to 

analyze to what extent academic majors differ in explaining 

opposition to immigration and anti-Black prejudice. Questions 

about opposition to immigration first appear in the 1990’s, whereas 

questions on anti-Black prejudice have been asked since the 1970’s. 

Further, questions regarding academic majors are only asked in 

recent years. This means that the number of respondents in the 

analyses vary to a large degree. For example, in analyses of specific 

academic majors, the number of individuals is approximately 1,350 

whereas for analyses on anti-Black prejudice this number is 28,258.  

Study IV: The Chilean Longitudinal Social Survey (ELSOC) is the 

first panel study in Chile and Latin America. It consists of surveying 

nearly 3,000 Chileans annually over a decade, starting in 2016. It 

seeks to analyze how Chileans feel regarding different social issues 

and the consequences associated with the development of the 

distinct forms of social conflict and cohesion in the country. In this 

study, five waves are analyzed between 2016 and 2019 and then 

again 2021. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, respondents were not 

surveyed in 2020. Starting in the third wave (2018), refreshment 

samples were introduced to counteract panel attrition. The number 

of respondents included in the analyses for the first wave is 2,636; 

second wave 2,362; third wave 3,472; fourth wave 3,300; and 2,674 

in the fifth wave. 

Advantages and disadvantages 

There are certain advantages and disadvantages associated with 

using four different datasets from four different countries. The most 

apparent advantage of using these datasets is the potential for 
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greater generalizability. For example, if one result is similar in two 

very different countries, I can be more certain that the given result 

may generalize to other parts of the world. Another advantage 

specific to these datasets is that I am able to not only look at the 

native-born and ethnic majority’s attitudes toward immigrants, but 

also immigrants’ attitudes toward other ethnic minorities and the 

ethnic majority. This gives me the possibility to provide a more 

nuanced picture of education’s effects on out-group attitudes, by 

examining if the educational effect on attitudes works similarly 

among ethnic minorities and immigrants as it has consistently been 

shown to be the case among the native-born and ethnic majority.  

Arguably, the main disadvantage of using different datasets for four 

different countries is that one cannot go in depth in a particular 

country. An in-depth case study of a single country would have the 

potential to provide more nuanced results to a complex issue and 

high internal validity. For example, by focusing in Sweden and using 

four Swedish datasets from four different time periods; or focusing 

on different types of education (e.g., vocational, university); or the 

transition from secondary education to tertiary education in 

different Swedish schools across the country.  Despite this, by 

conducting a case study, one would be missing the opportunity to 

identifying common social patterns (Mondani & Swedberg, 2022) 

across a wide-range of diverse contexts, by transcending 

singularities, and finding formal elements (Simmel, 1898: 663). In 

other words, “the wider the range of one’s empirical data, the more 

generalizable one’s theoretical claims” (Zerubavel, 2020: 7). 
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Methods 

In all the studies, I use linear models. In study III, I analyze data 

with Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) models, and in studies I, II and 

IV, I use multilevel repeated measurement models, which can be 

seen as generalizations of linear models. For purposes of 

comparison, I include an equation for an OLS regression below: 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 +… 𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛 + 𝑒𝑖  

An important property of OLS is that it does not take into account 

clustering and observations are assumed to be independent from 

each other. Therefore, in the analyses, 𝑦𝑖 represents the dependent 

variable measured for each unit (specific observations), 

corresponding to one observation per individual, without any 

hierarchical nesting. The next part of the model consists of the 

intercept 𝛽0, covariates 𝛽1𝑥1 +… 𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛, and the error term 𝑒𝑖  that is 

not explained by the model. The latter can be interpreted as 𝑒 = 𝑌𝑖 −

�̂�𝑖, where �̂�𝑖 represents the values predicted by regression line, and 

𝑌𝑖 the actual observed values.  

In contrast, repeated measurement models are hierarchical in 

structure, with time (observations) nested in individuals. These 

models are appropriate when clustering in the data is present, such 

as different observations by the same individual over time, or when 

analyzing individual-level data that is also clustered in 

municipalities or counties. The multilevel approach estimates fixed-

effects and two random-effects, corresponding to the between-

individual (intercepts) and within-individual (residuals) variances. 

The generic 2-level model using a single equation looks like this: 

                   𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 +… 𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛 +𝑢𝑗 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗  

Where 𝑦𝑖𝑗  is the dependent variable measured for i th level-1 unit 

(observations) nested within the j th level-2 unit (individuals). The 

fixed-part of the model consists of the intercept 𝛽0 and covariates 

𝛽1𝑥1 +… 𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛. The random-part consists of 𝑢𝑗 , the residual variance 
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of the level-2 units (individuals) and  𝑒𝑖𝑗 , the residual variance of 

the level-1 units (observations). 

This generic model can become more complex depending on the 

levels of the nested data structure (see e.g., Appendix study 1). In 

addition, in order to know whether increases in the level of 

education attained by individuals are associated with ethnic out-

group attitudes, I use mean-centering (studies I and IV), which 

entails calculating the average of a variable (e.g., education) across 

waves and then subtracting that number from the level of the 

variable in each wave. This process creates two new variables for the 

independent variable: 1) the mean  𝛽3𝑥 𝑗  and 2) the difference from 

the mean represented by  𝛽2(𝑥𝑖𝑗  - 𝑥 𝑗 ) in the equation below: 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + 𝛽2(𝑥𝑖𝑗  - 𝑥 𝑗 ) + 𝛽3𝑥 𝑗  … 𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛 + 𝑢𝑗 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗  

When both are included in a regression model, they make it possible 

to separate between-individual effects from within-individual 

effects (or, with a contextual variable, to separate between-regional 

effects from within-regional effects) (Allison, 2009; Fairbrother, 

2014). Without this transformation, the regression coefficient for 

independent variables represents the weighted average of within-

individual and between-individual differences in, for example, 

education on attitudes, meaning one would not be able to 

distinguish between the average relationship between increases in 

education and attitudes from the average relationship between 

different educational levels and attitudes.  

An advantage of this approach is that it estimates both within- and 

between-effects. This is key when analyzing panel data, when one is 

not only interested in how individuals, or regions differ among each 

other but also how they change over time. In addition, this approach 

allows for different levels to be accounted for, e.g., observations 

nested in individuals nested in counties. Failing to recognize these 

hierarchical structures can lead to the underestimation of standard 

errors, since observations are non-independent, which can lead to 

an overestimation of statistical significance and type I errors. 
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Paper summaries 

Study I 

Title: Does Higher Education Have Liberalizing or 

Inoculating Effects? A Panel Study of Anti-Immigrant 

Sentiment before, during, and after the European 

Migration Crisis 

Co-authored with Maureen A. Eger. 

Published in European Sociological Review, 2022.  

In this study, we present evidence of a liberalizing effect of 

education on attitudes toward immigrants, as well as higher 

education having an “inoculating effect.” In studies of prejudice, the 

inverse relationship of education and anti-immigrant sentiment is 

one of the most consistent findings in the social sciences, though 

there is little proof this is a causal relationship. We tested three 

hypotheses in respect to education’s effect on attitudes toward 

immigrants, at three different analytical levels: individual, regional, 

and temporal. That is, whether more education resulted in lower 

anti-immigrant sentiment at the individual- and regional-level, and 

whether education “cushioned,” a spike in anti-immigrant attitudes 

during the European “migration crisis.” By doing so, we were able 

to demonstrate that educational attainment has a causal effect on 

reducing anti-immigrant sentiment.  

In order to test our hypotheses, we made use of data from the 

Norwegian Citizen Panel, for the years 2013-2021, and data from 

Statistics Norway. We found that educational attainment at the 

individual- and regional-level had a small but liberalizing effect on 

attitudes. In addition, individuals with at least 3-4 years of 

university education were less likely to react negatively to the 

sudden influx of refugees and asylum seekers in the so-called 

migration crisis. Our findings suggest that higher education 
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inoculates individuals against perceptions of threat that manifest 

during “big events” such as a rapid increase in asylum seeking. 

In study I, we shed new light on the important question of whether 

more education has the possibility to make individuals less 

prejudiced. In addition, this is the first longitudinal study that looks 

at the effect of individual- and regional-level change in education on 

attitudes.  We contend that research on anti-immigrant sentiment 

should not only focus on why education matters, but also when it 

matters for immigration attitudes.  

Study II 

Title: Education and inter-ethnic attitudes among recent 

immigrants in the Netherlands 

In this study, I investigate whether there is an effect of education 

toward out-group attitudes among immigrants in the Netherlands, 

from two perspectives. On the one hand, the “liberalizing effect of 

education” should hold for attitudes toward out-groups, regardless 

of whether these out-groups are other ethnic minorities or the 

native ethnic majority. Theoretically, higher levels of education for 

immigrants, as for natives, should result in lower levels of prejudice 

as empirical research repeatedly shows that individuals with more 

education are more positive toward out-groups. On the other hand, 

recent studies on the “integration paradox,” have shown that 

perceived discrimination is higher among better-educated 

immigrants, by being more aware of a how their group is 

(negatively) perceived in society at large, and of current diversity 

issues in the receiving country. 

I rely on data from four waves of the ‘New Immigrants Survey 

Netherlands’ (NIS2NL), collected between 2013-2018, for four 

immigrant groups: Spaniards, Poles, Bulgarians, and Turks. The 

findings indicate that higher levels of educational attainment in a 

country of origin are associated with more positive attitudes toward 

other ethnic minority groups, but not toward the native ethnic 
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majority. These attitudes, in turn, have different trajectories over 

time. Attitudes toward other ethnic minorities are stable over time, 

whereas toward the ethnic majority are very positive, regardless of 

level of education, and become more negative over time. 

Study II highlights how education may only improve attitudes 

toward out-groups who are deemed lower in status in an ethnic 

hierarchy. Further, being longer in the destination country is 

associated with more negative attitudes toward the ethnic majority. 

This is likely due to unmet expectations, experiencing exclusion, 

and remaining feelings of attachment to their country of origin.  

Study III 

Title: The Liberalizing Potential of Higher Education: An 

Analysis of Academic Majors and Prejudice  

Co-authored with Maureen A. Eger and Mikael Hjerm.  

Does the content of higher education affect whether or not it has a 

liberalizing effect on prejudice? To answer this question, we use 

pooled cross-sectional data from the United States’ General Social 

Survey (GSS) for the years 1972-2021 to investigate how different 

academic majors affect opposition to immigration and anti-Black 

prejudice. We build on research on prejudice that has shown, 

beyond a doubt, that individuals with higher levels of education 

hold more positive attitudes toward ethnic and racial out-groups 

(e.g., Hello et al., 2002; Hjerm, 2001; Hyman & Wright, 1979; Nunn 

et al., 1978; Velásquez & Eger, 2022; Vogt, 1997), as well as on 

previous studies that have focused on variation in university 

experiences (e.g., Newcomb, 1943) and found different attitudinal 

patterns across university faculties and academic disciplines 

(Guimond & Palmer, 1990, 1996; Hastie, 2007). 

Results show that for attitudes about immigration, there is a clear 

educational divide in regards to “quantity”: having a bachelor’s 

degree or higher is significantly associated with less opposition to 

immigration, but there are no significant differences among those 
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with lower levels of education. There is a different pattern for 

attitudes towards African-Americans. Each level of education is 

significantly associated with less anti-Black prejudice, and the 

magnitude of the relationship increases with each level of 

education. In addition, not all higher education is associated with 

less opposition toward immigration or lower levels of anti-Black 

prejudice. Majoring in the mechanical arts (i.e., industry & 

technology, electronics, mechanics/machine trade, or 

aviation/aeronautics) or legal studies (i.e., law enforcement and 

criminology/criminal justice) is not significantly different from not 

participating in higher education in regards to out-group attitudes. 

Further, when it comes to opposition to immigration, there is no 

significant difference in majoring in computers and technology 

compared to no having no higher education at all.  

Lastly, we analyze only those with higher education to investigate 

within-education-level differences. Results reveal qualitative 

differences, demonstrating that the effect of education is hardly 

uniform. Many majors are actually associated with higher levels of 

anti-immigration and anti-Black attitudes when compared to those 

who majored in the social sciences. Only the attitudes of those who 

majored in the humanities, arts and architecture, and law are not 

significantly different from the attitudes of social science majors. 

We interpret our results as evidence of qualitative differences in the 

effect of higher education on opposition to immigration and anti-

Black prejudice. In other words, the content of education matters, 

and the effects of education on prejudice are manifold. These results 

challenge both progressive and conservative narratives that higher 

education has a monolithic effect on social attitudes. 

Study IV 

Economy or Culture? A study of the role of education on 

attitudes toward immigrants in Chile 

Despite a large literature consistently showing the relationship 

between higher levels of education and lower levels of ethnic 
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prejudice, some points of contention remain. First, there is still the 

question of whether prejudice stems from economic or cultural 

threats. Second, it remains unclear whether education has a causal 

effect on attitudes. Lastly, due to the majority of studies on 

prejudice being conducted in Europe and North America, we cannot 

be certain that the inverse relationship between education and 

prejudice is generalizable beyond the “global north.” To answer 

these questions, I study attitudes toward immigrants in Chile in the 

years 2016-2021, using five waves of the Chilean Longitudinal 

Social Survey (ELSOC), the first of its kind in Latin America. Chile 

provides new variations in economic and cultural factors, with its 

stable economy albeit highly unequal, and increased immigration 

from culturally similar countries which shed light on the role of 

education in a different setting. In order to disentangle economic 

and cultural threat, I use two dependent variables and examine the 

levels of threat perceived in the population, i.e., “what matters 

most,” as well as whether attaining more education has an effect on 

lowering levels of threat.  

The findings suggest that one should distinguish between different 

conceptualizations of immigration, whenever possible. Failing to do 

so runs the risk of entangling economic and cultural concerns which 

although correlated, still hold distinct properties. This is made 

evident when juxtaposing the levels of economic and cultural 

threats, with the former being considered a bigger threat, as well as 

when analyzing whether educational attainment reduces economic 

or cultural threat, with education only reducing the latter. 

Contributions 

In this section, I will discuss how the four studies fit together, and 

the main contributions. Thereafter, I discuss the haunting issue of 

self-selection and social desirability bias that are always present 

when conducting analyses of this kind. Lastly, I discuss the different 

ways to go forward by discussing implications and suggestions for 

future research. 
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Causality and universality 

The four studies look at the effect of education on ethnic out-group 

attitudes from different angles. What can be taken from Table 2 is 

that they complement each other by testing different hypotheses in 

diverse contexts yet coming to similar conclusions. An important 

point of contention in the literature of prejudice and anti-immigrant 

sentiment has been whether attaining more education causes lower 

levels of prejudice. As shown in Table 2, in studies I and IV, I look 

at this question in Norway and Chile during similar time periods. I 

find that attaining more education leads to small but significant 

reductions in anti-immigrant sentiment. Further, this liberalizing 

effect of education taps into a cultural dimension of immigration as 

a threat to the identity or unity of the nation (e.g., Ivarsflaten, 

2005), but not as an economic threat, i.e., immigrants causing 

higher levels of unemployment.  

These two studies show that despite the majority of institutions of 

higher education in Chile being private, and in Norway mostly 

public, there is still a resemblance between these two countries. One 

possible explanation is the length of democratic tradition, where 

both countries have a long history of democracy although with 

“interruptions.” In Chile, a 17-year military dictatorship, which 

lasted until 1990, and in Norway, a more distant Nazi occupation 

during WWII. This is in line with research showing that the 

educational effect on ethnic prejudice in longstanding democracies 

and interrupted ones is similar (Hello et al., 2002). Additionally, 

this would lend support for one of the possible mechanisms in 

Figure 1 above, namely the promotion and internalization of liberal 

values.  

Studies I and IV also provide evidence that education is related to 

perceptions of cultural threat rather than economic threat. On the 

one hand, the largest immigrant groups in Norway come from 

Poland and Lithuania, though study I confirms that Norwegians are 

likely to think of Muslim as “immigrants” rather than Eastern 

Europeans. On the other hand, the largest immigrant groups in 
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Chile come from relatively similar countries, such as Venezuela and 

Peru, sharing the same language and customs. Despite the ethnic 

immigrant composition in these countries differing greatly, 

education appears to have a stronger explanatory power for 

perceptions of cultural threat. This is most apparent in study IV, 

where attaining more education is correlated with lower 

perceptions of immigrants as a cultural threat but not an economic 

threat. Results from study IV also support the notion that it is not 

objective similarity between groups that is of importance, but rather 

the subjectively perceived dissimilarity between groups that is 

regarded as fundamentally different (Helbling, 2011; Zárate et al., 

2004). 

In studies II and IV, I looked at whether the consistent inverse 

relationship between education and prejudice was found in non-

Western contexts, speaking to the universality of robust finding 

(third column in Table 2). Study IV focused on Chile and in study 

II, I analyzed whether education from the country of origin matters 

for out-group attitudes among four different recently arrived 

immigrant groups in the Netherlands (Spaniards, Poles. Bulgarians, 

and Turks). An effect of education was found, both, among the 

native-born in Chile, and in the Netherlands among immigrants. 

What is interesting is that this educational effect, i.e., the 

relationship between higher levels of education and lower levels of 

prejudice, was found only toward other ethnic minorities among 

recent immigrants in the Netherlands, but not toward the ethnic 

majority. For the ethnic majority, all groups had very positive 

attitudes, regardless their educational level.  

Moreover, an association between education and prejudice was 

found toward immigration, and African-Americans in study III. 

This suggests that education has the potential to reduce prejudice 

toward both, ethnic and racial minorities. However, only 

individuals with higher education were less likely to oppose 

immigration, whereas every additional level of education was 

associated with less prejudice toward African-Americans.  
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What does this say about the effect of education on out-group 

attitudes? To begin with, these attitudes should be thought of as 

forming part and mirroring ethnic and racial hierarchies in the 

destination country (e.g., Velásquez et al., 2023, In Press).  For 

example, stronger anti-racist norms in the United States may 

explain why each additional level of education is associated with 

lower anti-Black prejudice. Theoretically, the longer individuals 

spend in the U.S. school system, the more likely they are to learn 

about U.S. history and democratic values. In contrast, this may not 

be the case regarding immigration attitudes, where nativist rhetoric 

may have a greater influence among the native-born. This may also 

explain why, on average, anti-Black prejudice is lower than 

opposition to immigration. 

Additionally, regardless of the different power dynamics and 

histories of immigration experienced by different immigrant groups 

in the Netherlands, they all display very positive attitudes toward 

the native Dutch, whether lower- or higher-educated. The ethnic 

hierarchy in this case, with the native Dutch at the top takes 

precedence in determining attitudes toward this group, whereas the 

liberalizing effect of education is a better determinant for attitudes 

toward other ethnic minorities.  

Study II also highlights how experiences can shape attitudes. 

Immigrants’ attitudes toward other ethnic minorities remain quite 

stable over time. This suggests that attitudes were either formed 

before moving to the destination country and/or there was no 

contact, or even positive contact that did not drastically change their 

attitudes. On the contrary, immigrants’ attitudes toward the ethnic 

majority become negative over time, likely due to unmet 

expectations and discrimination, with the higher-educated being 

more aware of discrimination and their group-status (Wodtke, 

2012). This phenomenon has been coined as the “integration 

paradox” (Verkuyten, 2016). This refers to immigrants who one 

would expect to hold more positive attitudes toward the ethnic 

majority, such as those who are better integrated in the labor 
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market and have higher levels of education, not differing in their 

attitudes from those who are less well-off or holding even less 

positive attitudes toward the ethnic majority. 

To summarize, studies I and IV focused on causality, or whether 

increases in education lead to lower levels of prejudice. Studies II 

and IV looked at the universality of this relationship, that is, 

whether the relationship between higher levels of education and 

lower levels of prejudice was found in non-Western contexts. In the 

following sections, I look at all the studies and the consequences of 

education on attitudes, and on the possible theoretical mechanisms 

responsible for this relationship.  I end by discussing the two main 

limitations of these studies and ways forward for future research. 

How and why education matters for attitudes 

The four studies give insight into how and why education matters 

for ethnic out-group attitudes, by emphasizing different aspects of 

education (fourth and fifth columns in Table 2). The main 

contributions from this thesis are that: 1) education has the 

potential to reduce prejudice, albeit in cultural terms; 2) education 

has an “inoculation effect”; 3) the liberalizing effect of education is 

manifested toward ethnic minorities but not toward the ethnic 

majority; 4) the content of education matters; 5) and education 

yields separate effects than other SES indicators, such as income 

and employment status.  

When discussing which possible theoretical mechanisms could be 

responsible for the causal relationship between attaining more 

education and reducing prejudice, not only are there individual-

level mechanisms, but also those related to the type of education, 

such as content, quality, length, type of institution, and even peer 

and teacher effects. When it comes to the former, study I suggests 

psychological security plays a more important role in “inoculating” 

individuals against “big events,” such as a sudden influx in refugees 

that has the potential to activate a strong identification with one’s 

own ethnic and racial group. As Figure 1 above suggests, this does 
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not necessarily mean that the other mechanisms are less important 

but rather that they reinforce each other.  

In regards to the latter, study I and III show that the type of 

institution and the content of education matter, with students at 4-

year universities exhibiting lower levels of prejudice than those at 

2-year institutions. This correlates with the type of education, since 

most 2-year institutions offer vocational training. Further, study III 

shows that education in computer & technology, legal studies, and 

mechanical arts is not liberalizing, whereas education in the social 

sciences, humanities, and law have the strongest potential to be 

liberalizing. This highlights the importance of an education that is 

focused on the human experience on the development of greater 

tolerance and anti-racist views. 

An interesting finding, as discussed in the previous section, is that 

although education has a liberalizing effect among immigrants 

toward ethnic minorities, this is not found toward the ethnic 

majority, as shown in study III. This could be attributed to the 

importance of ethnic hierarchies, and how different ethnic groups 

view each other in a given society. Although the immigrant groups 

in this study came from rather different countries, they all had a 

similar understanding of the racial and ethnic hierarchy present in 

the destination country. Education in this case is likely to be 

subordinate to stronger social forces and may not be a cure-all as it 

is often considered to be (e.g., Perkinson, 1995).  

Further, the content of education is related to out-group attitudes. 

An implication of this is that there is reason to believe differences in 

ethnic out-group attitudes in Europe are likely to be larger among 

different majors than in the United States. This is due to the 

educational design in the United States, where students take an 

array of courses outside of their discipline as part of a liberal arts 

education. For example, students in the natural sciences take 

courses in the social sciences and vice-versa. Moreover, study III 

suggests that certain majors and taking courses that emphasize the 

human experience have the potential to make students more liberal 
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and are likely to increase empathy (e.g., Bowen & Kisida, 2022; 

Scott & Rothman, 1975).  

Lastly, education yields effects that are separate and/or different 

from other socio-economic indicators. This is mostly apparent in 

studies I and III, where higher levels of income are not associated 

with lower levels of prejudice. These studies were conducted in 

Norway and the United States, respectively. Only in study IV, does 

income still play a role, which is likely due to the higher correlation 

of having more income and pursuing higher education in Chile 

(González et al., 2016). Education yielding a separate effect in this 

thesis is in line with research showing that education should be 

understood as a cultural variable in studies of prejudice (Manevska 

& Achterberg, 2013), with education becoming a better predictor for 

different attitudes in modern societies (Kalmijn & Kraaykamp, 

2007), and increasingly becoming a more independent indicator, 

separate from, for example, income, age, and gender (Van Noord et 

al., 2019). 

On the issues of self-selection and social desirability bias 

One limitation of these studies is that they cannot speak to the issue 

of self-selection (Lancee & Sarrasin, 2015). In other words, 

individuals who hold lower levels of prejudice may pursue higher 

education to a greater extent, entailing a correlation of the error 

term in the analyses with the main independent variable in my 

studies, i.e., education. The risks associated with self-selection are 

that of reverse causality as described above, or that of a spurious 

relationship of educational attainment decreasing prejudice, where 

other factors may be responsible, such as social background, 

cognitive ability, and parenting style (e.g., Hello et al., 2004, 2006; 

Jaspers et al., 2008) 

One way of dealing with self-selection bias is through random 

assignment (Angrist & Pischke, 2009). In this manner, individuals 

would be randomly assigned to higher education and others would 

not. Clearly, this is not a feasible and ethical option, although some 
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research suggests that even specific courses may have a causal effect 

on attitudes (Bowen & Kisida, 2022; Hjerm et al., 2018; Scott & 

Rothman, 1975). However, one way to possibly circumvent this in 

future research is by conducting twin studies and looking at 

differences in educational attainment (e.g., Barsegyan et al., 2022; 

Stienstra et al., 2021) while controlling for social background and 

cognitive abilities.   

Although I cannot completely reject that self-selection plays a role 

in these studies, this thesis provides evidence that even if self-

selection was an important factor in pursuing higher education, 

attaining more education by itself is still associated with lower levels 

of prejudice. I find longitudinal evidence of a relationship between 

attaining education and lower levels of prejudice in studies I and IV. 

This means that even if there are strong effects of social background 

on attitudes prior to matriculation in higher education, there is still 

a relationship educational attainment and attitudinal change (e.g., 

Surridge, 2016). In other words, even if, hypothetically, all 

individuals pursuing higher education already had the lowest levels 

of prejudice, my longitudinal analyses still show that their attitudes 

toward out-group became even less prejudiced after attending 

higher education.  

Additionally, study III provides further evidence against self-

selection effects. If all higher education had the potential to be 

liberalizing, this would imply that individuals in certain academic 

majors had even higher levels of prejudice to begin with than those 

with no higher education. This would entail that their prejudice 

levels would have decreased to similar levels of that of respondents 

with no higher education. This is improbable, but if this were the 

case, it would go against the self-selection hypothesis to the extent 

that individuals with lower levels of prejudice self-select into higher 

education.  

Lastly, there is always the question of social desirability partly 

driving the inverse relationship between education and prejudice. 

The evidence on this subject is mixed, with studies showing no 
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social desirability bias and a liberalizing effect of education (An, 

2015; Heerwig & McCabe, 2009), while others showing this bias 

affects all educational levels similarly (Creighton 2020), and that 

social desirability bias is associated with higher levels of education 

(Rinken et al., 2021). Although I cannot control for social 

desirability bias in my studies, similarly as with the issue of self-

selection, this thesis provides some evidence against this.  

As shown in study III, if social desirability was widespread, it would 

have affected all the majors in the study, whereas the results 

indicate that some majors do not differ significantly in their 

attitudes as individuals with no higher education. In addition, if 

social desirability was present to a large extent, then attaining more 

education would have similar effects for both dependent variables 

in study IV, while results show that educational attainment is 

associated with lower levels of prejudice against immigrants in 

cultural but not economic terms. Lastly, study II shows that even 

among different immigrant groups, attitudes toward the ethnic 

majority are very similar regardless of educational attainment. In 

contrast, there is an effect of education on attitudes toward other 

ethnic minorities. This suggests that other mechanisms are at play. 

If social desirability was a feature of being highly educated, then one 

would also expect the highly educated to hold more positive 

attitudes toward the ethnic majority, yet this is not the case.  
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Conclusion 

In this dissertation, I have shown that education has valuable 

features that help in the reduction of prejudice and it is a significant 

tool in managing prejudice. Higher education, especially in the 

social sciences, humanities and law has the potential of reducing 

prejudice toward out-groups. However, the effect of education on 

out-group attitudes is not impervious to larger societal events and 

features such as exogenous shocks and ethnic hierarchies.  

In regards to the content of education being an influential factor on 

out-group attitudes, this suggests the importance of specific 

knowledge that emphasizes the diversity of human experiences. In 

this thesis, I show that not all academic majors in higher education 

have the potential to be liberalizing, and some seem to not have the 

potential at all. This means that the development of critical thinking 

skills, albeit important, may not have the best explanatory power in 

respect to reducing prejudice. If this were the case, all academic 

majors would have the potential to be liberalizing, to varying 

degrees. Yet, individuals in some academic majors hold the same 

average-level of prejudice as individuals without a tertiary degree. 

Relatedly, this thesis shows that the link between education and 

prejudice toward out-groups is likely driven by conflicting views on 

values rather than perceptions of economic threat. This is in line 

with the literature on prejudice distinguishing education to yield a 

separate effect than other SES indicators (e.g., Hainmueller and 

Hiscox 2007; Hainmueller and Hopkins 2014; Manevska and 

Achterberg 2013), suggesting that education is not a good indicator 

of skill-level or economic interest but likely a proxy for a liberal 

orientation instead. 

Moreover, higher education has the potential to “inoculate” 

individuals to react less strongly to big events. The main underlying 

mechanism that could be responsible for this is that of psychological 

security, by conferring a feeling of “mastering one’s one life 
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situation.” Although other mechanisms such as cognitive 

sophistication and liberal values also play a role, it is during specific 

crises that psychological security has the greater potential to inhibit 

perceptions of threat. These mechanisms should be understood as 

complementary and reinforcing each other instead of competing 

explanations.  

Despite higher levels of education being consistently correlated with 

less negative attitudes toward out-groups, this does not imply that 

all out-groups are evaluated similarly. Ethnic and racial hierarchies 

in a country play an important role in the configuration of attitudes. 

A longer history as a national racial minority, such as African-

Americans in the United States, may evoke different in-group/out-

group boundaries among non-Black natives. This may explain why 

anti-Black prejudice is lower than opposition to immigration in the 

U.S. Additionally, a strong democratic and liberal ethos 

accompanied by anti-racist norms and a heightened nativist 

rhetoric may also contribute to this difference in attitudes toward 

African-Americans, and opposition to immigration.  

In a related manner, the potential for education to be liberalizing 

seems to manifest itself toward out-groups that are not the ethnic 

majority or dominant group in a country.  This suggests that out-

group attitudes mirror the established ethnic hierarchies. Attitudes 

toward ethnic majorities among ethnic minorities are presumably 

subject to more meaningful everyday interactions that are 

particularly ubiquitous as an immigrant/ethnic minority. In 

addition, immigrants are likely to be aware of their lower status in 

society, which can contribute to the less positive attitudes toward 

the ethnic majority over time. 

In the context of immigration as one, if not one of the most 

polarizing issues in Western democracies, it is worth considering 

practical implications of this research. For example, students at 

Norwegian universities are required to take a course called 

“Examen philosophicum,” which deals with philosophy of science 

and logical inquiry. Thus, an implication of this thesis on policy 
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could then be the potential introduction of mandatory courses at 

universities that instead deal with cultural diversity, tolerance, in-

group biases, history of immigration, etc. This could be 

implemented gradually to evaluate if it has the expected results. 

Future research should also try to investigate in greater detail what 

mechanisms are responsible for the inverse relationship between 

education and prejudice. One way of doing this is by complementing 

survey data with observation and interviews. This thesis suggests 

some mechanisms are at play, but it does not provide sufficient 

evidence. One way observation in the classroom and conducting 

interviews can help in this endeavor is by analyzing to what extent 

the content of education, peers or teachers influence students. In 

this manner, one could get a more detailed picture of how the 

educational experience changes individuals. 

In conclusion, an important question this thesis raises is what do 

these results mean for the inclusion of immigrants, or the inclusion 

of ethnic and racial out-groups? If we are to strive for more inclusive 

democratic societies (e.g., Ivarsflaten and Sniderman, 2022), 

education should be an important pillar in achieving this goal. Not 

only should universities aim for preparing individuals for the labor 

market but should also have as a goal the fostering of an engaged 

citizenry that is aware of how anti-immigrant, ethnic, and racial 

prejudice is detrimental to democracy and goes against its 

fundamental principles of equality. However, as recent research 

shows (Jonsson et al., 2022), integration is a multi-faceted 

phenomenon, with education being just one of the many ways we 

can aim toward a more successful integration of ethnic and racial 

out-groups.  
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